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REASONS FOR DECISION
[I]
Motions we:: heard in related actions to strike out the claims of the Plaintiffs under Rule
21.01 [b.] of the Ruies ofCivil Procedure on the basis that the Statements of Claim do not
disclose a reasonabL cause of action against the respective Defendants.

[2]
Several sepa’ate actions have been commenced against each set of Defendants. For the
purposes of dealing with these motions I will consider only the latest Statements of Claim.
Each of the Claims is lengthy and complex, being over 50 pages in length and containing
150 individual paragraphs. For the purposes of these motions, however, the salient facts can be
specifically stated.
[3]

The Plaintiff are natives of Ecuador who have opposed the mining, exploration and
development proposed by a company in Ecuador that is a subsidiary of a Bahasriian subsidiary of
the Defendant Copper Mesa Mining Corporation (“Copper Mesa.”)
[4]

‘

Copper Mesa is a British Columbia incorporated corporation that does business through
[5]
various subsidiaries, including one in the Bahamas, which in turn owns the Ecuadorian
subsidiary responsible for exploration and development in that countiy.

Other than having its shares registered on the Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSX”), Copper
Mesa does not appear to have any connection with Ontario. The Defendants Vaughan and
Gammon are residerts of Ontario who in 2006 and 2007 respectively became non-management
directors of Copper \iesa.
[6]

None of the semaining board of directors or the officers of Copper Mesa or any of its
[71
subsidiaries is named. as defendants in either action. The only claim made against Copper Mesa
in these actions i in respect of vicarious liability for the alleged failures of Messrs. Vaughan and
Gammon.
The TSX opratcs a stock exchange in Toronto and is incorporated by virtue of the
Toronto Stock Exchc:nge Act, R.S.O. 1990 ch. T-i 5 and related statutes. The claim in the action
against TSX is that owed duties to the Plaintiffs in connection with the actions of thc Copper
Mesa subsidiary in Jcuador as a result of Copper Mesa raising funds through a public offering.
[8]

An. issue arose at the commencement of the hearing on these motions with respect to
what use, if any, cot Id be made by any party to a Prospcctus of Copper Mesa dated October 14,
2005, which was fid by Copper Mesa with the TSX.
[9)

Counsel for ;he Plaintiffs referred in oral submissions to various selected passages to
establish particulars of the knowledge on the part of the Defendants in both actions in respect of
opposition in Ecuad r to the mining development proposed by Copper Mesa.
[10]

in resolving Jic objection by counsel for Copper Mesa and the Defendant directors to the
Prospectus constitut tig “evidence” on these motions, it was agreed that the Court could take
notice that the Prospectus contained a quantity of references to the fact of confrontation between
various individuals nd groups and security forces associated with the Copper Mesa subsidiary at
the proposed site of’ xplor4tion and development in Eeua4or.
[ii]

The PlainLifl sate that it is at the heart of their claims that Copper Mesa and individual
1121
company directors a rid the TSX were aware of opposition and confrontation and failed to take
any steps to avoid vo1ence between those who were associated or contracted by Copper Mesa
and various individLal Ecuadorians, including the Plaintiffs and their supporters.
[13J
The Plaintif assert in considerable detail allegations that the Defendants in these actions
knew or ought to ha known that violence would ensue once Copper Mesa was listed and
financed through thy ISX unless Copper Mesa took steps to ensure that its agents, employees
and contractors were authorized to prevent violence.

Counsel for both the Plaintiffs and the Defendants agree that the Rule 21 test is whether it
[141
is “plain and obviou’ that the impugned actions should not proceed to trial on the basis that they
disclose “no reasonhie cause of action.” (See Hunt v. Carey Canada Inc., [1990] 2 S.C.R. 959.)

Claim against TSX Defendants
[15]
As against the TSX Defendants the action is pleaded in negligence. The duty of the TSX
Defendants is pleaded as a duty to the Plaintiffs (a) “not to list a corporation when there is a
reasonably foreseeal’[e and serious risk that funds raised on the Exchange will be used in such a
way as to harm individuals such as the Plaintiffs;” or in the alternative, (b) “not to list a
corporation on the F xchaiige without instituting precautionary measures to prevent a serious risk
that funds raised through the 1&xchange will be used to harm individuals such as the plaintiffs.”

çimgainst Copper Mesa Defendants
[16]
The Plaintifs claim that they were assaulted or threatened in Ecuador by the Security
Forces ,or agents, enpIoyees or aftiliates of the Company or its subsidiaries. However, the

-4-

Claims do not aIlee that the Directors authorized or directed the Security Forces, agents,
employees or affilia:es to commit the assaults or threats, nor that they supervised them.
1
[17]

Instead, the I actual allcgations against the Directors are that they:
(a) operated the company in a manner that created a high risk of violence against
con1munty members opposed to the proposed Junin project;
(b) approvec corporate policies and practices intended to eliminate opposition to the
JunIn pn.sj cot, including policics and practices relating to the Security Forces;
(c) approvec funding for Security Forces, agents and affiliates of the Company or its
subsidia.es who were likely to commit assaults and threats in the future;
(d) failed to ::dequately supervise the Company’s management;
(e) failed to inpiernent corporate policies and practices to prevent threats and assaults by
the Security Forces, agents or affiliates;
(f) failed to oin corporate social responsibility governance frameworks; and
(g) failed to -aise concerns and investigate past incidences of violence.
2
V

.

V

It is again to be noted that the liability of Copper Mesa is founded on the failure of’ the
two named non-maragcment directors to cause the companies to take the steps referred to.
[18]

AIIayJS

ind Law

[19]
The Plaintifis assert that the TSX is under a legal duty to take reasonable care to avoid
conduct that entails n unreasonable risk of harm to others. Specifically, the Plaintiffs allege
that the TSX was u’der a legal duty to take reasonable care that the provision of listing services
to a company did no:; cause reasonably foreseeable and serious harm to the Plaintiffs.

It is urged b the Plaintiffs that the TSX’s act of listing Copper Mesa was the necessary
precondition strenuously pursued by Copper Mesa, which triggered and enabled the harms
inflicted on the Plair:iiffs. The TSX is said to have known that Copper Mesa depended on
financing provided 1 hrough the TSX for continued operations, knew that serious allegations of
violence, threats an human rights abuse had been made against Copper Mesa, and the TSX
itself had been spec I tically warned ofthe serious risk or future violence if the TSX provided
Copper Mesa with access to capital. But for the TSX’s act of listing Copper Mesa, it is said, the
Plaintiffs would not have been subjected to these threats and assaults.
[20]

As against the Copper Mesa Defendants, Vaughan and Gammon, the Plaintiffs allege that
[211
these Defendants had knowledge of the risk of harm to the Plaintiffs prior to the assaults and
threats that are at issue in the lawsuit. The pleadings state Vaughan knew or should have known
ntations that occurred prior to his directorship that were pcrpetrated by
5
of past violent confr
individuals under Cppcr Mesa’s control; Vaughan is said to have had access to, and would have
reviewed, corporate documents that discuss allegations of violence committed on behalf of
Copper Mesa, inc1uLing Copper Mesa’s Prospectus; the Board on which Vaughan sat is said to
‘09-Claim, paras. 49-5... 59-60; Diredors Molon Record, Tab 4
2
0
9-Claim, paras. 9, 1 :3; Directors Motion Record, Tab 4

have extensively dis.ussed and considered the on-going conflict in Junin. the major barriers
facing Copper Mcsas operation
4 and allegations of violence and threats of violence made against
the corporation; Vaighan was or should have been awarc of the numerous and widely published
reports on various jt:nior mining companies that have committed violence against local
opposition to mining in developing countries through the USC of privatc security forces.

[22]
The pleadin:s further State that prior to the assaults of December 2, 2006 and despite his
“knowledge of the specific danger posed by Copper Mesa”, Vaughan, among other acts,
approved corporate practices intended to eliminate widespread opposition to the proposed Junin
Project, including pactices relating to security forces; approved funding to security forces and
other individuals under Copper Mesa’s control who had in the past and were likely in the fl.iture
to assault and thrccn members of the community opposed to the Junin Project; failed to
institute proper corporate policies and practices so as to prevent threats and assaults from being
committed by individuals under Copper Mesa’s control; and failed to raise concerns about and
investigate reported past incidents of violence committed by individuals under Copper Mesa’s
control.
[23]
As against v: r. Gammon it is alleged John Gammon joined Copper Mesa’s Board of
Directors on Februay 27, 2007. As explained above regarding Vaughan’s knowledge, Gammon
had knowledge of the risk of harm to the Plaintiffs prior to the assaults and threats that occurred
in June and July of 2007.
[24]
It is further a eged that on April 27, 2007, Carlos Zorrilla, a community member from
the Junln area, met with Vaughan and with Gammon in Toronto, Ontario to ensure that they were
aware oftheviolenc., death threats and physical assaults committed by individuals under the
control of Copper Mesa. Zorrilla showed Vaughan and Gammon photographs that depicted
Copper Mesa securi.y forces pepper-spraying an unarmed group of women and children, and
drawing and shootiflg their guns. He further told them of the likelihood of future violence, and
asked fr their comr:iitment that the violence would stop.
It is further .d1eged that prior to threats and assaults that occurred in June and July 2007,
[25]
and despite their towledge of the specific danger posed by Copper Mesa, Vaughan and
Gammon, among oi:icr things approved corporate practices intended to eliminate widespread
opposition to thc p:poscd Junin Project; approved funding to individuals under Copper Mesa’s
control who had in lie past and were likely in the future to assault and threaten members of the
community opposed to the Junfn Project; failed to institute proper corporate policies and
practices so as to prevent threats and assaults from being committed by individuals under Copper
Mesa’s control; anc: failed to raise concerns about and investigate reported past incidents of
violence committed y individuals under Copper Mesa’s control.
Legal Analysis

oj Counsel are agreed that the test for determining whether or not any of the Defendants
owe a duty of care :o the Plaintiffs starts with the test as set out in the 1977 decision of the House
of T,ords in Anns v L9ndon Borough of Merion, [1998] AC. 728.

-6That test has ccn refined in decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada and of the Court
of Appeal for Ontari’.’ in recent years. The .dccision of the Ontario Court of Appeal in Williams v
Canada (Attorney GLneral)
3 contains a succinct summary of the application of the test.
[27]

Mr. Justice S:i.arpe spcaking for the Court commencing at paragraph

[281

following:

12 said the

2. Th Q.Q)zer-4nnx :rest and the DLLtV ofCate
It is commo i ground that the test for determining whether a duty of carc exists in a given situation is that
1121
enunciated by tIe Suprcmie Court of Canada in Kamloops v. JVk4sc.’n, [198412 S.C.R. 2, and Coperv.
hobo,:, [2001) 3 S.C.R. 537 (“Cooper”). This test has its origin in the House of Lords dcciion in Aims v.
Merton London Borough Council, (1 977J 2 All ER. 492, and I will refer to it as the Cooper-Anns test.
[13]

j4]

Bcforc app ling thc Cooper-A mis test in any given action, the court must first determine whether the
duty of care asserted by the plaintiff has already been recognized by the law. Cooper holds that if the facts
ofthe case brir.: it within a category that has already been rccogntzed as giving rise to a duty of care, a duty
of care is thereby established, and it is unnecessary to engage in the two step Cooper-Aims test: Chitdc v.
Dcsormcazix, [2 .06j I S.C.R, 643, at para. 15 (“Desormeaza”). if the proposed duty of care has not been
recognized, thcr the Cooper-A nar test is used to determine whether the novel duty should be given legal
recognition.

The Cooper ..4nns test consists of two stages. The first stage, which determines whether the relationship
between the par es justifies the imposition of a duty of care on the defendant, involves consideration of
foresecability, ruximity and policy. For a duty of care to arise, more is required than foresceability the two
parties must als. be sufficiently proximate to one another: Dsor,neaux at pars. 12. Proximity, explained the
court in Cooper tpara. 31, “is generally used in the authorities to characterize the type of relationship iii
which a duty oe care may arise.” Two parties are in proximity with one another if their relationship is
sufficiently elo.e and direct that it is fair to require the defendant to be mindful of the legitimate interests of
the plaintiff C per at paras. 32-34. The evaluation of whether a relationship is sufficiently proximate to
ground a duty o ‘care entails a consideration ofthe “expectations, representations, reliance, and the property
or other intcrcst; involved. Essentially.. .factors that allow us to evaluatc the closeness of the relationship
between the pkiitiff and the defendant and to determine whether it is just and fair having regard to that
relationship to iiipose a duty of care”: Cooper at para. 34.
-

[IS]

While a nter of different factors may be helpful in determining whether proximity exists between
two parties, the Supreme Court has stated that proximity is not defined by any “single unifying
characteristic”, or is there a clear test to be applied to determine whether proximity exists hi a given case:
Cooper at para. 5. In Cooper, the court held that the statutory duty imposed on the Registrar of Mortgage
Brokers to ovcr;ec the conduct of mortgage brokers was owed to the public as a whole, rather than to
individual mon. ;age investors. While losses to investors were reasonably foreseeable from carelessness in
carrying out th Registrar’s duties, there was nothing in the statute or in the relationship between individual
investors and tho regulator to create the required Icment of proximity. In a companion case, Edward v.
Law Society of: )pper Ca,iada, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 562 (“&Iwards”), the court rejected on similar grounds the
proposition tha: :he body given power to regulate the legal profession in Ontario owed a duty of care to
individuals whc’ had entrusted funds to an errant solicitor.

Williwns v. canada 4. J.) (2009), 95 O.R. (3d) 401 (C.A.), Williams v. Ontw’io, 2009 ONCA 378, leave to appeal
to S.C.C. refused, [2009; 3.C.C.A. No. 298
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Claim against TSX
[29]
The position of the Plaintiffs is that in applying the two-stage Cociper-Anns test, unless
the Court unequivociJly finds that the TSX Defendants could not possibly owe a duty of care to
the Plaintiffs, the rnL*ion must be denied.
4
[30)
The Plaintifk allege that the TSX was under a legal duty to take reasonable care that the
provision of listing services to a company did not cause reasonably foreseeable and serious harm
to the Plaintiffs.

The Plaintifl’ position is summarized in paragraph 19 ofthe Plaintiffs’ counsel’s factum
[311
in response to the TSX motion:
19. Members of th communities surrounding Junfn were aware that a successful listing of Copper Mesa would
have a substail l impact on their lives. In particular, they knew that a listing would result in a significant
influx of capitd to the corporation, some of which would be used in a continuing campaign to eliminate
opposition to iiining through the use of intimidation and violence.
[32]
Counsel for he TSX submits that thc duties alleged by the Plaintiffs are not duties
recognized by law. 1. is submitted that they do not fit into any of the categories of previously
recognized claims nw are they analogous to any of those categories.
In Cooper v 5
‘iobari, the Supreme Court of Canada noted at paragraph 35:
,
.the factors ‘ hdch may satisfy the requirement of proximity are diverse and depend on the circumstances
of the case. On searches in vain for a single unifying characteristic”
and at paragraph 36
What then are lie categories in which proximity has been recognized? First, of course is the situationwhere.
the defendants act foresecably causes physical harm to the plaintiff or the plaintiffs property.
[34]
The position of the TSX is that the Plaintiffs have not met the rcquirenaent of
foreseeabiiity (namely, that the alleged harm must have been reasonably foreseeable) or that of
proximity (that there must be a relationship of sufficient proximity between the plaintiffs and the
defendants.) in this .ontext reliance is placed on the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in
SylApps Secure Tre.#ment Center v. B. D.
in the following passage:
6
24. To determine w isther there is a primafacie duty of care, we examine the factors of reasonable foresceability
and proximity. If this examination leads to the primafacie conclusion that there should be a duty of care.
imposed on this particular relationship, it remains to determine whether there are nonetheless additional
[33]

policy róasons r not imposing thc duty.
25. The basic propoation underlying ‘reasonable foreseeability” is that everyone ‘must take reasonable care to
avoid acts or oriissions which you can reasonably foresee would be likclyto injure your neighbour”
(Donoghue v. r4’venson. [19321 A.C. 562 (ILL.), per Lord Atkin, at p. 580). The question is whether the
person harmed was “so cloacly and directly afficted by my act that I ought reasonably to have them in
contemplation ;;s being so affected” (ibid).
26. There must also be a relationship of sufficient proximity between the plaintiff and defendant. The purpose of
this aspect of th analysis was explained by Allen Linden and Bruce Fddthuscn in CanadIan Tort Law (8th

See Cooper v. Hobart. [2001] 3 SC.R. 537 at para. 34 and Childs v. Ijesormeaux, [2006) 1 S.C.R. 643 at para 25.

-

5
o
oper v hobart, [20011 S.C.J. No.76
c

Syl Apps Secute Trea’’mt Centre v. B.D., [200?]

3 S.C.R. 83

-8ed. 2006) as beng to decide “whether, despite the reasonable foresight of harm, it iS unjust or unfair to hold
the defendant s ibjeet to a duty because of the absence of any relationship of proximity between the plaintiff
and the defen&at” (p. 304).
The TSX Deendants assert the Plaintiffs cannot demonstrate that thcy were so closely
I.31
and directly affectec by the pleaded acts of the TSX Defendants that they ought to reasonably
have had them in mind as being so affected. In order to foresee this harm, the TSX Defendants
would have had to fresee political and business events in Ecuador which allegedly led to
unlawful conduct b) agents of Copper Mesa. Such a chain of events was not foreseeable or
reasonably foreseetth e. The TSX Defendants could not be expected to reasonably foresee that
some agent apparcn : hired by Copper Mesa in remote Ecuador might assault the Plaintiffs.
[36]
In addition ti’ foreseeability, there must be proximity A duty of care should not be
imposed unless there is a relationship of sufficient proximity between the defendant and the
plaintiff. Mere foreseeabiit’ is insufficient to found aprimafacie duty of care. Sec Morgis v.
Thomson Kernagha7 & Co.
Counsel for the Plaintiffs sought to counter any suggestion that the TSX was a statutory
[371
body and therefore s;bj cot to greater immunity from claim by noting the private for-profit nature
of its business. The t
oronto Stock &change Act does provide some help in defining the nature
of its business in listing companies to enable the public to trade shares in those companies on the
Exchange.
[38]
I accept the submission on behalf ofthe TSX Defendants that there is no connection
between the P]aintif: and the TSX Defendants. The Plaintiffs did not participate in the
Canadian capital ma-kets and arc not investors or shareholders in Copper Mesa. There is no
relationship, let alore one of sufficient proximity, to ha ose an obli ation on the TSX
Defendants to be mbdful of the Plaintiffs’ interests when conducting their affairs. The TSX is
itself governed by a :tatutory regime of securities regulation rooted in a. 21(2) of the Securities
Act, which empowers the Ontario Securities Commission to recognize a stock exchange in
Ontario.

A similar conclusion was reached by the Court of Appeal for Ontario in respect of a
[39]
claim against the In c.stmcnt Dealers Association of Canada in holding,
tort ilability m . not be imposed on a voluntary regulator of securities dealers at the instance of members of
the investing p t lic who complain of the regulator doors alleged failure to ensure their competence and
good character f a dealer’s representatives and to adequately supervise, monitor, investigate and discipline
the dea1er.

Given the co:clusion that I have reached, it is not necessary to consider the second
[401
branch of the Anns t..st that relates to policy considerations underlying the relationship. I will,
however, deal with I !iis argument after consideration of the position of the individual Defendants
and the corporate Dciendant Copper Mesa.
7
M
orgLv v. Thomron Kernaghan & Co. (2003), 65 O.R. (3d) 321 (C.A), leave to appeal

S.C.C.A. No. 400.
[See Morgis p Thom.w• &‘rnaghan & Co., [2003] OJ. No. 2504.]

tO

S.C.C.

refused, [2003]

Jstesjs. Vaughan. Gammon,and Copper Mesa
It would appear from the pleading that the sole contact on which thc Plaintiffs seek to
[41]
found liability again t the individual Defendants is a meeting on April 27, 2007 where it is
alleged a community member from the area of exploration in Ecuador sought to advise them of
confrontation and risk of violence.
[42]
1 note again hat the two individual Defendants had recently become directors and were
not involved at the trne a prospectus was filed with the TSX and were not part of the
management of any jfthe Copper Mesa entities.
[43]
The acts coirplained of against the individual Delndants are summarized in paragraph
34 of the Plaintiffs’ ctum in response to Copper Mesa’s motion:
34. The P1aintiffi ve specifically pleaded that Vaughan and Gammon intentionally and consciously engaged
in tort ious actk rs and omissions which caused harm to the Plaintiffs, and further that Vaughan and
Gammon perm;ted and condoned the threats of violenec and acts of violence that arc at the heart of these
actions.
[44]
Counsel for the Plaintiffs acknowledgcs that the only involvement of Copper Mesa in this
action rclates to vic: rious liability for the alleged tortious acts of the individual directors.

Thc position of thc individual Defendants is’ that none of these alleged acts or omissions
creates a personal n-xus between the Directors and harm to the Plaintiffs that is sufficient to
support personal lial’lity. A director is only liable in tort for his or her personal tortious acts or
omissions. None of these alleged acts or omissions is itselftortious because any link between
these acts and omis, ons by the Directors and the events in Ecuador is far too tenuous and would
effectively negate te basic principle that directors are only personally liable for personal torts.
[45]

The individual Defendants go on to assert that the Claims admit this tenuous connection
[46]
as they state that the Directors’ omissions listed above constitute “tacit approval” of past violent.
actions in Ecuador aid approval through silence was “tantamount to an authorization of future
acts of violence.” The Plaintiff’s’ allegation is that the Security Forces, agents, affiliates or
employees in Ecua&r received only “silence” from the Directors. But the Claims do not allege.
that the Seáurity Forces, agents, affiliates or employees ever tbllowed corporate policies or
practices or took any instructions regarding the threats and assaults from anyone associated with
the Company, particdariy these non-management Directors. As such, “silence” from the
Directors cannot establish the r ‘uisite -rsonal nexus between the acts and omissions o the
Directors and what ullegedly occurred in Ecuador to the Plaintiffs. Reliance is placed on the
ecision o Nordheiner .i. A di-.
In that case. 1ic pleadings against the officers on a Rule 21.01 (lXb) were struck with the
[47]
following finding:

.4hdi .Jama (Litigalion uardian
9

oJ) v. McDona1d Rcstaurants of Canada LIcL, [200 I] O.T.C. 203 (Ont. S.CJ.)

-10I also have dif culty with the nature of the allegations made here being characterized us personal torts of the
officers. It is Lrd to see how the failure to implement policies and procedures could be otherwise than a
failing oCthc c rporations, albeit a failing caused by the corporations’ human agencies.
.

[48]
There is not :iing in the allcgations in the Statement of Claim that satisfies me that the
conduct alleged IS :f the type of personal conduct by a director that could ground personal
liability. I agree witi the submission of Mr. Keefe on behalf of the individual Defendants that if
directors of compa I s could be found to be persona!ly liable for this type of activity, it would
negate thc concept. as enunciated in numerous cases, that directors of limited companies are
protected from personal liability unless their actions arc themselves tortious. (See Williams v.
Canada (A.G), supu arid Childs v. Desormeaux, sztpra.
[491

For many of the same reasons as set out above in respect of the TSX Defcndants, 1 do not

find that the Plaintif’s have made out the necessary connection for foresceability and duty in
respect of two indiv duals who are non-management directors.
Policy Consider
While not necessary to do so based on the findings above, I do conclude that the policy
[501
considerations that re part of the Cooper-An.ns are not met in this case. In Williams, supra,
Sharpe J.A. at parag:-aphs 16 and 17 sets out the analysis:
[16.1 At both stages. the Cooper-Amis test involves looking at policy reasons for refusing to impose a duty of
cure on the deiidapt. At the first stage, when determining whether to recognize a prima fade duty of care,
the policy reaslcs must arise from the nature of the relationship between the parties, rather than any external
concerns, whic are not considered untiL the second stage ofthe test: Cooper at para. 30.
[17] Tf the first stage of the Cooper-A mis test is met, the plaintiff has established aprimafacie duty of care owed
by the detndai.i and the analysis proceeds to the second stage. It is here that the court considers whether

there are “residaI policy considerations” that militate against recognizing a novel duty of care: Cooper at
para. 30. Thesi are policy considerations that “are not concerned with the relationship between thc parties,
but with the cikct of recognizing a duLy of care on other legal obligations, the legal system and society more
generally”: Co ‘per at para. 37. One such residual policy concern is the need to immunize the policy
decisions of tlw overnment from tort liability: Cooper at para. 38. Policy decisions, as contrasted with
operational decisions, are based on social, political or economic factors: Swinamer v. Nova Scotia (Attorney

GcncraQ, [1 99. f I S.C.R. 445, at p.455 (“Swinamer”). Determining whether a governmental decision is a
policy decisior requires evaluating the nature of the decision itself, rather than the identity of the actors:
Swinamer at p. .S7.

I can well urderstand the concern on the part of citizens of countries in which Canadian
companies do busim.ss to ensure that the actions of those corn anies are carrie out wit t e
same kind o care ar.cI attention as if the were conducted in Canada
[511

In the materials submitted on behalf of the Plaintiffs, reference was made to a number of
statements of huniar rights principles, including remarks of an eminent Canadian jurist. Such
personal comments arc not sufficient to found a policy duty, particularly when one considers the
limited statutoiy-baed mandate of the TSX and the very limited involvement of two non
[52]

‘°Ahdz supraatparagrph 13

—11—
management directors of a company that does not do business in Ontario. I am not satisficd there
are any policy consi±erations that would at this
e ar ue in favor of extending Ii ii
If there were 1o be olic considerations that would favor extendin liabili as sou t b
the Plaintiffs, such olic would a ro riatel be a matter for Ic islatures and not the courts at
least on these facts.

F53]

Conclusion
(54]
For the abow reasons the motIons to strike on behalf of both the TSX Defendants and
Copper-Mesa and t individual Defendants will be granted. In the circumstances I do not think
that anything would he achieved by granting leave to amend the Statement of Claim and
aceordingly the motion is grantcd without leave to amend

[55]
If it is ncccssary to deal with the issue of costs, counsel may make written submissions
within the next two wecks.
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